The Rondo Theatre,
St Saviour’s Rd, Bath BA1 6RT
Email: director@rondotheatre.co.uk
Theatre Director: Ian McGlynn

Volunteering at The Rondo
Acting as a Rondo volunteer is a great way of getting closer to the theatre, comedy & music on
offer at this fantastic venue. You get to see the shows for free, as well as make new friends and
socialise.
Our volunteers work as bar staff or on front of house and are an essential part of the success of
The Rondo.
We ask that volunteers commit to working for approximately two shows a month – but this is a
rough guide. You can, of course, do more if you like!
Working behind the bar just requires helping to set up from about fifteen minutes before opening,
and then serving drinks before the show, during the interval, and afterwards, as well as helping to
clean up and re-stock at the end. The bar has been designed with ease of use in mind – just about
everything is in pre-measured bottles, and the prices have been set with easy addition in mind!
Working on the front of house requires helping to set up about half an hour before opening, and
then scanning and selling tickets via our computer ticketing system. The system is relatively easy
to use but does mean that you need to be a bit computer savvy!
Both tasks mean that you will need to be able to handle cash and be happy dealing with the
public. The Rondo is deliberately low-key and friendly – we want theatre to be accessible and nonelitist – but we do like to give absolutely brilliant customer service.
If you’d like to join out fab team, please email office@rondotheatre.co.uk. Let us know if you’d
prefer to train on the bar or on front of house. We'll email back within a few days to offer a
selection of training shifts, so you can get the hang of things with plenty of support. If you’re doing
bar, usually only one training shift is needed. Front of house usually needs two or three training
shifts to make sure you’re comfortable.
If you have any questions, do feel free to get in touch!
Thanks for your interest, and we look forward to working with you.
Cheers!
The Rondo Team
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